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Crypto gaming guilds are an evolution of traditional gaming guilds,

communities of players concentrated on mutual support. In the contrast to

the scope of traditional guilds, crypto gaming guilds have been established as

organizations focused on earningmoney. Crypto gaming guilds concentrate on

players from developing countries, offering them a chance to earn income

without the necessity to invest funds for playing play-to-earn games. The

communication of these guilds is full of positive stories of people alleviated

from poverty or raising through hierarchies of their guild. Yet this bright image

has its dark side and crypto gaming guilds provide ample opportunities for

criticism. While in the traditional gaming guilds players have a central role, in

crypto gaming guilds they have become inferior compared to other

stakeholders. The reason is that new stakeholder groups, investors and

game studios, have risen to prominence as they bring in money to the guild.

Given the fact that players often come from developing countries with low

wages, this situation creates a potential for their exploitation. Yet even without

exploitation, the content of their new jobs has characteristics very similar to

infamous “bullshit jobs”, pointless and unnecessary employment. It remains

open whether crypto gaming guilds will fulfill their publicly communicated

promises or turn evil in the future. However, in both cases, they will face their

dark side. And they will either overcome it or embrace it.
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Introduction

“It is just a clear tangible way in which crypto is improving people’s lives. . . we are

thrilled to be involved. . .”—Arianna Simpson on investing in a crypto gaming guild Yield

Guild Games, a16z (venture capital firm Andreessen Horowitz; Bankless, 2021).

Within a few years, the crypto world has revolutionized numerous fields. Recently, it

started to influence the gaming industry, the more-than-$200 billion market (Fortune

Business Insights, 2020). One of the innovations the crypto brought there is a “play-to-

earn” (P2E) business model. The P2E model turns over the financial logic of gaming:

Instead of having players paying developers to access the game, players are now paid to

play it.

The emergence of the P2E model led to the establishment of a large number of crypto

gaming guilds. These are organizations that collect in-game assets and lend them to
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players to earn income by playing the games. The P2E jobs have

attracted tens of thousands of players, often from developing

countries. These players, as the guilds like to communicate (e.g.,

Yield Guild Games, 2022a), collectively earn millions of dollars.

The crypto gaming guilds often highlight opportunities they

provide to poor communities in developing countries (e.g., Shin

2021; Avocado Guild 2022a). However, they less often point out

how good business it is for them when taking a cut of, for

example, 30% of the player’s earnings (Yield Guild Games,

2021a). Moreover, for many players earning in this way,

gaming may lose its joy and become just a “bullshit job”

(Graeber, 2018; Butler, 2021).

In this commentary, I shed some light on the dark side of

crypto gaming guilds. I believe that ethical issues that lie in the

background deserve to be acknowledged by the guilds and the

society—both for the benefit of players and the guilds.

The play-to-earn (P2E) model and the
guilds

Crypto gaming guilds represent a new phenomenon even in the

fast-moving crypto world. They first emerged in 2020, with Yield

Guild Games serving as an exemplar (Yield Guild Games, 2022c).

Crypto gaming guilds build on top of traditional gaming guilds,

communities of players sharing common objectives and providing

mutual support, which emerged in the late 1990s with the advent of

multiplayer online games (BeInCrypto, 2022). At this time, guilds

focused almost exclusively on their players as these represented their

members as well as their “raison d’être”. However, this changed with

crypto gaming guilds that focus more on earning, rather than

gaming, opportunities for their players. While the community

aspect remains important, crypto gaming guilds are primarily job

providers and investment vehicles.

The history of crypto gaming guilds is tied to Axie Infinity,

the first globally successful P2E game (John, 2021b). The game

lets players breed little digital monsters called Axies and test their

strengths in battles with other players. With the spread of the

Covid-19 pandemic, Axie Infinity became a source of income for

some communities in developing countries, especially in the

Philippines (Callon-Butler, 2020). There were two main

sources of income in the game. The first came from battles, in

which winners were rewarded a small number of crypto tokens

by the game. The second, and more lucrative one, was breeding

Axies and selling them to other players. To breed an Axie, a

player needed to combine two Axies and spend some crypto

tokens. The number of crypto tokens to be spent increased

exponentially with a number of times given Axies were

previously used for breeding. The demand for newly-bred

Axies was driven mainly by new players as a new player first

needed to buy Axies to play a game and earn tokens. The game

attracted a lot of attention and that caused the entry costs to

skyrocket, reaching more than $1.000 to be invested to buy a

team of Axies and play the game (John, 2021b). This caused a

critique of the game being an example of a Ponzi Scheme, in

which new players fund the earnings of current players

(Perkmann, 2021). The problem is that the P2E aspect of the

game requires a constant inflow of new money, both for buying

the Axies and through it creating demand for crypto tokens.

Unsurprisingly, the entry costs were too high for aspiring

earners from developing countries. That created an opportunity

for a so-called “scholarship” profit-sharing model. In this model,

Axie owners lend their monsters to new players-scholars in

exchange for part of the earnings players-scholars make from

playing (Callon-Butler, 2020).

Crypto gaming guilds apply the scholarship model on a large

scale. Yield Guild Games, the first-mover in the industry,

attracted millions of dollars in seed funding in a few months,

including well-known venture capital firms such as a16z

(formerly Andreessen Horowitz; Yield Guild Games, 2022d).

With all the funding and the rapid growth of the P2E industry,

Yield Guild Games was able to harness $824 million in assets by

the end of 2021. A large part of them is in the form of various in-

game assets, such as those representing individual Axies. At the

same moment, these assets were lent to more than

10,000 players-scholars who were part of the guild.

The success of Yield Guild Games attracted new entrants to the

crypto gaming guild industry. At the same time, potential profits

raised the interest of investors in funding crypto gaming guild

ventures. For example, a guild Merit Circle raised over $100 million

in its 2021s launch (Merit Circle, 2021a). On the same note,

Avocado Guild raised $45 million and attracted more than

10,000 players at the end of 2021 (iNEWS, 2021; Avocado

Guild, 2022b).

Ethical issues

Traditional gaming guilds, which have been established in

online multiplayer games since the late 1990s, have been a form

of players’ communities (BeInCrypto, 2022). The primary reason

for participation in guilds was the mutual support of players in

reaching game objectives, and socialization. Gaming guilds

primarily served the purpose of enhancing the gaming

experience. However, as some games have had in-game assets

that could be unofficially traded and turned into real money, the

primary motivation has partially changed over time. In some

countries, especially with low labor costs and weak institutions,

there were several instances in which guilds deviated from the

original idea. For example, there are stories of prisoners being

forced to play online games to earn in-game assets (Vincent,

2011). Similarly, some guilds used their members to provide low-

cost in-game customer support to other players in exchange for

money from game studios (Zhang and Fung, 2014).

The history of guilds is not short of negative excesses and

exploitation of players. Still, these activities were largely
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constrained with game studios frequently prohibiting secondary

economies that involve trading in-game assets for money (e.g.,

Blizzard Entertainment, 2008). The P2E business model removes

the constraints. In contrast, it directly involves game studios in

the trading process and incentivizes them to support these

secondary economies. To support them, the P2E model

provides straightforward clearing mechanisms built in the

game and allows simple transfer from in-game assets (tokens)

to money. Therefore, it would be surprising not to see the

excesses encountered in the era of traditional gaming guilds

repeated by crypto gaming guilds in the future. In fact, crypto

gaming guilds already frequently collaborate with game studios,

for example, by sending their players to provide alpha testing of

games in exchange for receiving in-game assets and early insight

into games (e.g., Merit Circle, 2022). The issue is that in such

cases the value players generate for their guilds is not clear. Alpha

versions of games are not available to the public and thus lack

established economies that would provide information on this

value. Therefore, the earnings players get for their work do not

likely reflect its value.

Potential exploitation of players is a decision that is controlled by

the guild. However, another aspect of the dark side, the specific

content of players-scholars’ jobs, is a different story. First of all, it is

important to note that while we are speaking of games, players-

scholars do not think of them as sources of fun or learning. Instead,

they see them as a source of income. Take, for example, two

interviews with Yield Guild Game scholars (Yield Guild Games,

2022a; Yield Guild Games, 2022b). In them the game is mentioned

only as a means of earning money. The focus is mainly on the

opportunities the job brought for future entrepreneurial activities of

scholars and improving their livelihood. This is certainly a bright

side of the story. On the other hand, it should not hide the actual

content of the job: Players spend hours and hours generating in-

game assets (new Axies in the case discussed) that others can buy

from them to be able to play or speed up their progress. The value

they get from the game does not come from fun or learning, but

from the money they receive. In this sense, the P2E model is an

evolution of the free-to-play model in which games are available for

free and studios make up their living by selling value-added services,

additional product features, or in-game assets (Shi et al., 2015).

However, instead of a game studio directly selling these additional

packages, they are sold by players who receive them in exchange for

the time (with a studio making revenues in the background). Note

that players spend their time creating things that can be generated

instantly and without any costs by game studios with a change in the

game code. This creates an interesting economic paradox: A new

business model (P2E) creates new variable costs (players’ time used

to generate assets to be sold) that are not present in previous business

models (including free-to-play, but also others) without decreasing

any other costs.

With this job being completely unnecessary (as it may be

perfectly substituted by a change in the code by a game studio),

it is an exemplar of what Graeber (2018) calls a “bullshit job”. A

bullshit job (Graeber, 2018) is “. . . a form of paid employment that is

so completely pointless, unnecessary, or pernicious that even the

employee cannot justify its existence . . .” Note that when Graeber

speaks of justifying the existence of a job, he does not speak about

monetary rewards but the meaning of a job. Butler (2021) follows

this line of argument saying that: “Ultimately, in-game labour is just

a re-branding of gameplay designed to be dull enough that rich

players will pay to outsource it to poor players. . . . Floors don’t have

to be swept in the metaverse unless they’re designed to need

sweeping.” In this quote, he points out that the P2E game needs

to have purposively designed boring parts that would encourage

some (richer) players to outsource it to others. Despite all the

enthusiastic communication of the crypto gaming guilds of

revolutionizing games and work (e.g., Shin 2021; Avocado Guild

2022a), they are crippling both—by taking the fun out of games for

all players and meaningful contributions out of work. While the

quote of Arianna Simpson (Bankless, 2021) at the beginning of this

opinion piece well illustrates the expectation of the positive futures

the crypto will bring to the world, crypto gaming guilds are making

them rather dystopian.

Using the P2E model for a game ties its popularity to monetary

rewards. The joy of gaming becomes secondary. This is evident in

Figure 1, illustrating the evolution of Axie Infinity.When the price of

one of the game tokens, AXS, started to fall (relative to bitcoin, BTC),

the number of players quickly decreased. Over the period from the

end of 2020 until the half of 2022, the correlation between price and

number of players stood at a very strong value of 0.76. Note that in a

situation of decreasing token price, the price to enter the game (to

buy a team of Axies) decreases. In case the game would be played for

fun, we should see an increase in players as the entrance costs

became less prohibitive. However, this was not happening. Without

new players that must buy their Axies to play a game (see the

description of the game’s mechanics above), the main source of

income for current players vanished. At this moment, it is important

FIGURE 1
The relationship between the price of AXS token and the
average number of players of Axie Infinity.
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to note that players at the peak of the game’s popularity (especially

the second half of 2021) participated in an environment in which

their income, in dollar terms, rapidly grew over time with the

increasing price of game’s crypto tokens (Figure 1). Without a

prospect of future growth of income and ultimately its rapid

decrease, there was no reason to play the game for players

looking for earnings, which meant that they left the game or not

even started playing it. Thus, it seems that monetary motivation was

the factor behind keeping players active and attracting newcomers.

The economy of the game and players’ interest in it largely worked

only until the money was flowing in, supporting its accusation to be

a Ponzi scheme (Perkmann, 2021).

The P2E model is in the early stage of development and

subject to the volatility of players’ interest in individual games,

earnings highly fluctuate (Merit Circle, 2022). For example, the

price of the SLP token, another token in Axie Infinity, ranged

between $0.009 and $0.041 only over February 2022

(CoinMarketCap, 2022), which is a 450% difference. This

makes earnings for a player-scholar unstable and hard to

predict. With crypto gaming guilds taking a cut of scholar’s

earnings instead of providing a stable income, a large portion of

earning risk remains with the player-scholar. As crypto gaming

guilds usually focus on multiple games, they may solve the issue

with low earnings by “transferring” players-scholars to more

profitable games. Nevertheless, this practice can only partially

mitigate a high uncertainty in players’ earnings that is present

even over relatively short time periods. Moreover, players-

scholars may be transferred to games they enjoy even less and

in which they do activities that are even more pointless.

As evident from the above text, crypto gaming guilds have three

main groups of stakeholders: game studios, investors, and players

(John, 2021a). Players no longer have a central role among them. For

example, the whitepaper of Yield Guild Games (Yield Guild Games,

2021b) emphasizes benefits for investors and games (game studios).

Whitepaper’s subtitle “Seeking yield across the metaverse” is also

telling in who has the upper hand among its stakeholders. The fact

that crypto gaming guilds also distribute a portion of their

governance tokens among scholars can hardly change the

balance back to the state of traditional gaming guilds.

While the P2E model in games may not be as aggressive as

illustrated above, crypto gaming guilds are not incentivized to

seek and support less aggressive games. Their goal is not to find

joy for their players-scholars but for jobs.

On a larger scale, the issue of appropriation of generated

revenues may provide a blow to the narrative of enriching poor

communities in developing countries (Shin, 2021; Avocado

Guild, 2022a). Revenues for guilds are generated mainly

through players leveraging their time using the guild’s assets.

These assets are bought using money from investors that

subsequently share part of the revenues. As at least a

significant part of investors come from developed countries

(in the case of Yield Guild Games most of its venture capital

come from firms from these countries, Yield Guild Games,

2022d), one can ask whether crypto guilds does not serve as a

tool of neocolonialism (e.g., Rao, 2000) that continues to extract

resources from the developing world.

Discussion and conclusion

In this commentary, I pointed out several ethical issues of

crypto gaming guilds. Their dark side is represented by their

deviation from the original idea of players’ communities to

organizations in which players represent a mere workforce.

Moreover, characteristics of P2E jobs are very close to those

of “bullshit jobs” by offering pointless and unnecessary work.

What is worse, since the guilds focus on developing countries

with low wages, the players could be easily exploited.

One should acknowledge that the P2E model is still in its

infancy with Axie Infinity starting in 2018 and gaining significant

traction 2 years later (John, 2021b). The game studio behind Axie

Infinity recently made the game more accessible for starting

players (Takahashi, 2022). The P2E will certainly continue to

evolve.

In contrast to the criticism of the dark side of crypto gaming

guilds raised above, one can see the positives they bring. They

certainly provide room for (at least some) players-scholars to

earn their living and improve their situation (Shin, 2021; Yield

Guild Games, 2022a; Yield Guild Games, 2022b). Some of

players-scholars get a chance to build their network as

managers of scholars. Many guilds also distribute part of the

ownership to scholars (e.g., Yield Guild Games, 2021b), which is

a common policy in the crypto-world. Guilds generally support

players in learning the game in the tradition of gaming guilds as

players’ communities (BeInCrypto, 2022) and developing other

skills like communication or crypto-world literacy (Shin, 2021;

Avocado Guild, 2022a). Both could be valuable in players-

scholars’ future careers. On a similar note, in December

2021, several guilds raised money to support the typhoon-

struck Philippines (e.g., Merit Circle, 2021b; Yield Guild

Games, 2022b), from which a large number of their players-

scholars come.

However, do crypto gaming guilds improve people’s lives

as it was quoted at the beginning of this commentary? At least

in some cases, they indisputably do. Yet do the bright side

prevail over the dark one? And is this a way we like to see for

getting people jobs in which they can find self-fulfillment?

That remains to be answered in coming years with the

evolution of the play-to-earn model and the crypto gaming

guilds themselves.
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